Introducing Math 180 on Ed

All-New Digital Platform

Backed with the strong efficacy of Math 180, HMH’s new platform combines the best of technology, content delivery, and personalized instruction creating a solution that implements with ease.

Math 180 was written and designed with the Progression to Algebra in mind to ensure students are developing a proper foundation and equipped for a higher-level math.

See what’s different:

Interactive mSpace

Provides an interactive version of the student mSpace giving students the ability to complete lessons, play videos, flip between worked examples, create visuals to represent math, check/correct their work, and more!

Growth Measure & Actionable Data

HMH Growth Measure offers insightful reporting, analytics, and grouping that can automatically inform personalized practice to fill learning gaps and promote acceleration.

See what’s familiar:

Personalized Adaptive Practice

A fresh 6 Block Series student–centered instruction provides powerful personalization, immersing students in rigorous, skills-based practice that assesses knowledge in real time while aligning with the same scope and sequence.

Enhanced Multilingual Support

Math 180 continues to provide point-of-use strategies for multilingual learners and further enhances (with detailed support) to create a more equitable classroom environment.

Professional Learning Support for Teachers

The NEW Teacher’s Corner provides Teacher Success Pathways and embedded access to on-demand professional learning and teaching support anytime, anywhere as well as virtual live events.

Instructional Tools for Teachers

Aligned Whole, Small Group, Game Boxes, and Teaching Guides plus Resources for Differentiation Instruction are provided in both print and digital formats.